
4. Scotland’s experience 





We are committed to supporting the Scottish Government to get 

the right development in the right places. We offer advice on the 

impact of onshore wind farms on the natural heritage at each 

stage of the planning process. 

To provide as much certainty as possible, and as soon as 

possible, we support a plan-led approach to onshore wind 

farm development. This seeks to steer development to the 

right locations.

Our role in wind farm development 





Windfarms in 
Scotland are 
generally well 
located and 
designed?

Public attitude surveys



• Objection only if  national 

interest

• Criteria set out 

identifying cases

• Applications may still be 

refused

SNH ‘National Interest’ approach

Year Outright

objections

2012/13 10

2013/14 5

2014/15 8

2015/16 7

2016/17 5

2017/18 4

2018/19 4



Birds

• Collision risk

➢ model developed, requires testing and 

verification

➢ deriving robust avoidance rates

• Habitat loss

• Displacement



Peatlands



“Where peat and other carbon rich soils are present, 
applicants should assess the likely effects on carbon 
dioxide emissions.  Where peatland is drained or 
otherwise disturbed, there is liable to be a release of  
CO2 to the atmosphere.  Developments should aim 
to minimise this release.”

SPP para 205





• Site selection

• Peat survey

• Design layout



• national coverage

• provides baseline 

information for EIA 

• basis for further work e.g. 

capacity / sensitivity 

studies

• embedded in planning 

system

Landscape Orkney



Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

• Standard, established 

methodology

• Robust and objective 

process

• Not about personal 

opinion

• Undertaken by 

landscape architects



Siting and designing wind 

farms in the landscape:

• Design principles

• Cumulative effects

• Aid to assessment process



Landform



Design relates to pattern Design does not relate to pattern 

Landcover



Visualisation Guidance
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‘75mm’ wireline 

90º to 360º baseline 

photo and cumulative 

wireline

Images in the ES

‘75mm’ photomontage



• Highly valued – by people, 

as a resource

• 42 nationally important 

WLAs

• Not a designation

Wild Land Areas
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“… are very sensitive to any form of  intrusive human 
activity and have little or no capacity to accept new 
development.

“… development may be appropriate in some 
circumstances. Further consideration will be 
required to demonstrate that any significant effects 
on the qualities of  these areas can be substantially 
overcome by siting, design or other mitigation.” 

Wild Land Areas



Cumulative



• Sequential effects – e.g. along a road, footpath or 

railway

• In combination – two or more wind farms in the same 

view

• In succession – two or more wind farm visible from the 

same location, but not visible at the same time

• Perceived – wind farms not visible, but receptor knows 

of their presence
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Larger turbines

& repowering











Onshore wind policy statement 2017

Larger turbines

• “fully supports the delivery of  large wind turbines in 
landscapes judged to be capable of  accommodating 
them without significant adverse impacts.”

• “larger turbines may present challenges when
identifying landscapes with the capacity to 
accommodate larger scale development, as not all 
will be suitable.”

• fewer but larger turbines may improve landscapes



Coal Clough (England)

Before 

Repowering 
After 

Repowering 



• New wind farm

• Adjacent to existing / Extensions

• Older wind farms  - repowering applications 
trickling in

➢Schemes may be repowered well within lifetime 
of  consent

• Consented wind farms – repowering application 
prior to build

Larger turbines when?



• Repowering applications still require normal 

planning and EIA

o what is baseline?

• Development clusters often cross local authority 

boundaries

• Build on existing pattern - strategic wind farm 

areas?

How  dealing with repowering?



• Aviation requirement –

international standards 

• Structures >150m must be lit

➢ lights on some turbines < 

150m

• Wind turbines can be lit on 

nacelle

• Steady red, 2000 candela 

intensity light

• On before dusk and after dawn

Lighting



• Limited evidence 

• Particular risk to migratory species 

• White lights better than red

• Reduced number of  lights reduces fatalities

• Need more research

Impacts on birds?
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“We believe that access to the 

natural beauty of the night sky 

is every bit as important as the 

preservation of other aspects of 

natural beauty which society 

routinely seeks to protect for 

the enjoyment of its citizens and 

for posterity.”
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• Shielding - limited in effect

• Reduced intensity - offers 

limited benefit

• Radar activated lighting

Mitigation?



• Plan led approach - location, location, location

• Guidance – provide certainty, clarity & consistency 

• Early engagement – takes time

• Robust & established assessment processes

• Good design makes a difference 

• Key risks are during construction

• Good progress towards targets, choice in system

Some key lessons 
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www.nature.scot/professional-advice/planning-and-

development/

Questions?


